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CEOs & CXOs of Leading Corporate, Government Institutions, Policy Makers, Overseas Investors, CEOs & CXOs of MSMEs, Entrepreneurs, Banking & Financial 
Institutions, Private Institutions, Overseas Trade Missions & Consulates, Academia, Non Profit Organizations, Media representatives, Industry Associations

Conference Structure

Delegate Fee:

FICCI Members: By Invitation

Non-Members: ` 4,000 per delegate plus applicable taxes

Group Discounts on Delegate Fee is available for 4 or more delegate registrations.

Sponsorship: 

Detailed sponsorship options can be obtained from FICCI Secretariat

Who should participate?

How to Participate?

09:00 - 10:00 am CEO’s Forum (by invitation only)

10:00 - 11:15 am Inaugural Session The inaugural session is likely to have representations of dignitaries from 
State Government including Hon’ble Chief Minister of Maharashtra, Central 
Government as well as CXOs of private companies

11:15 - 11:30 am Networking Tea Break

11:30 - 12:30 pm Plenary Session 1: Maharashtra 
- Leapfrogging to $1 Trillion 
Economy: Levers of Hyper Growth

The session aims to deliberate on the theme of the conference and how 
Maharashtra can become the first Indian state to achieve $ 1 Trillion GSDP 
by 2025. The session will focus on some of the reforms needed on key policy 
matters, including ease of doing business, which can help in achieving hyper 
double digit economic growth for Maharashtra.

12:30 - 01:15 pm Key Note Address This session will have one of the leading Union Ministers delivering key note 
address and interact with the Audience

01:15 - 02:15 pm Networking Luncheon

02:15 - 03:15 pm Special Plenary Session This session will have one of the leading Union Ministers delivering key note 
address and interact with the Audience

03:15 – 03:30 pm Networking Tea

03:30 – 04:45 pm Plenary Session 02: Transforming 
Maharashtra into Trillion Dollar 
Growth Engine: Role of Key Sectors 
and their contribution

The session aims to deliberate on key sectors/areas, which will contribute 
significantly towards achieving double digit growth for the states and 
support required to create a strong ecosystem for ease of doing business.

Progressive Maharashtra is the flagship initiative of FICCI – Maharashtra State 
Council, which was started in the year 2009 along with MIDC to deliberate on 
Business and Trade related issues in the State. 

Maharashtra has been leading the pack of most industrialized states of India 
for many decades. It has remained one of themost preferred destinations for 
FDI as well as domestic investment across many sectors. However, its pre-

States / Union 
Territories Rank Nominal GDP 

(USD, $) Data year

India $2.45 trillion 2017 est.

Maharashtra 1 $390 billion 2017–18 est. 

Tamil Nadu 2 $210 billion 2014–15

Uttar Pradesh 3 $200 billion 2017–18 est. 

Karnataka 4 $200 billion 2017–18 est. 

Gujarat 5 $170 billion 2016–17

West Bengal 6 $141 billion 2015–16

Rajasthan 7 $115 billion 2016–17

Telangana 8 $115 billion 2017–18 est.

Kerala 9 $115 billion 2017–18 est. 

Madhya Pradesh 10 $110 billion 2017–18 est.

Progressive Maharashtra

Maharashtra, with $380 billion GSDP, has remained one of the most preferred 
investment destinations contributing 15% in India’s GDP. FICCI believes that 
Maharashtra has potential to become the first Indian state with an economy 
of over $1 Trillion in next 7-8 years.However, continuous reforms in policy and 
regulations coupled with development ofpotential sectors of hyper growth are 
required to achieve this goal. Therefore, this year, the 5th edition of Progressive 
Maharashtra will focus on the theme of “Maharashtra 2025: Leapfrogging 
to $1 Trillion Economy”. 

California ($2.5 trillion), Texas ($1.6 trillion) and New York ($1.5 trillion) in USA and Guangdong, Jiangsu and Shandong in China are the current Trillion Dollar State 
economies in the world. These economies are comparable in size of some of the developing countries’ economy and in some cases with developed countries as 
well. These states have contributed significantly towards the higher economic growth of both America and China.  Therefore, India too needs some of its states to 
become trillion dollar economy to fuel higher national economic growth and Maharashtra can lead and set the tone for other states to follow the same.

Source: Wikipedia

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, US Department of Commerce

Source: United States Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service

Progressive Maharashtra 2017
Theme: Maharashtra 2025: Leapfrogging to $1 Trillion Economy

Comparison of Trillion Dollar state economies across the world:

Top 3 Chinese States and Developing EconomiesTop 10 American States and India

List of Top 10 Indian states and UTs by GDP Top 10 Countries by GDP and their Global share 
Projections for 2030

eminence in the pastfewyears has been challenged bymany progressive states 
of India, who have been able to attract sizable amount of investmentthrough 
attractive incentives and investor friendly policies.

This brings a tough challenge for policy makers of Maharashtra to maintain 
state’s reputation as one of the most attractive andleading investment 
destination in India and ensure that its robust growth remains sustainable.

Progressive Maharashtra 2017 aims to deliberate on how Policy Reforms and 
focus on Select Industry/Sectorscan help Maharashtra to be part of Trillion 
dollar state economy, which will bring huge job opportunity and balanced 
development for the state.
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China’s Provincial Powerhouses
Guangdong, Jiangsu and Shandong GDPs exceed all but a few emerging - market economies

Sources: World Bank, China National Bureau of Statistics, Bloomberg; China’s total
GDP not shown on chart, Provincial figures for 2015, country totals for 2014



FICCI
Maharashtra State Council

33-B, Krishnamai, Sir Pochkhanwala Road, Worli, Mumbai - 400 030
Tel: +91-22-24968000 | Fax: +91-22-24966631 / 32 | Email: msc@ficci.com

Website: 
www.ficci.com

www.progressivemaharashtra.com

Established in 1927, FICCI is the largest and oldest apex business organisation in India. Its history is 
closely interwoven with India’s struggle for independence, its industrialization, and its emergence as one 
of the most rapidly growing global economies.

A non-government, not-for-profit organisation, FICCI is the voice of India’s business and industry. From 
influencing policy to encouraging debate, engaging with policy makers and civil society, FICCI articulates 
the views and concerns of industry. It serves its members from the Indian private and public corporate 
sectors and multinational companies, drawing its strength from diverse regional chambers of commerce 
and industry across states, reaching out to over 2,50,000 companies.

FICCI provides a platform for networking and consensus building within and across sectors and is the 
first port of call for Indian industry, policy makers and the international business community.

Federation of Indian Chambers 
of Commerce and Industry
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